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Objectives: Although there is some evidence on the longitudinal associations between

bullying perpetration and narcissistic personality traits, their joint developmental

trajectories across early to late adolescence are largely unknown. Accordingly, we

examined the co-development of bullying perpetration and narcissistic personality traits

across adolescence and examined the childhood predictors of these joint trajectories.

Method: Self-reports of bullying and narcissistic personality traits were assessed across

6 years of adolescence fromGrade 7 (i.e., age 13) to Grade 12 (i.e., age 18) in a sample of

616 Canadian adolescents and childhood predictors were assessed in Grades 5 and 6.

Results:As predicted, latent class growth analyses demonstrated that most adolescents

were reflected in a trajectory of low decreasing bullying (82.0%) and a smaller group

followed a moderate stable trajectory of bullying (18.0%). The majority of adolescents

followed a moderate stable trajectory of narcissistic traits (56.3%), followed by a high

increasing trajectory of narcissistic traits (22.8%), and a low decreasing trajectory of

narcissistic traits (20.9%). Six percent of adolescents followed a high-risk dual trajectory

of moderate stable bullying and high increasing narcissistic traits (high-risk group). Also

as predicted, higher hyperactivity, higher frustration, and lower anxiety in childhood

differentiated the high-risk group from a low-risk group (low decreasing bullying and low

decreasing narcissistic traits; 19.0%). Higher childhood hyperactivity also differentiated a

group of adolescents who followed a trajectory of moderate stable bullying andmoderate

stable narcissistic traits (10.0%) from the low-risk group. Results showed that moderate

stable bullying was a better indicator of high increasing and moderate stable trajectories

of narcissistic personality traits than the reverse.

Conclusions: Findings suggest adolescence is a time when personality and bullying

reflect dynamic and heterogeneous development. Early intervention of childhood risk

factors may help prevent a high-risk developmental course of bullying and narcissistic

personality traits across adolescence.
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INTRODUCTION

Bullying is a significant social problem that affects up to 30%
of youth and has demonstrated heterogeneous developmental
pathways (1). Research from a person-centered approach has
shown that the majority of youth follow a developmental
trajectory pattern of low stable or decreasing bullying
perpetration (approximately 42–87%), with a smaller proportion
of youth following high or moderate stable or increasing
trajectories [approximately 7–16% (2–5)]. Some researchers
have also found evidence for a third and/or fourth group
of youth following moderate stable or decreasing levels of
bullying between the high and low groups [e.g., 11–35%; (4, 5)].
Identifying different subgroups of youth at risk for engaging
in particular patterns of bullying can be helpful to tailor
prevention and intervention efforts to adolescents. However, the
joint trajectory patterns with individual differences are largely
unknown. Developmental patterns of antisocial personality
traits like narcissism could provide significant insight on the
developmental course of bullying and youth that are at risk [e.g.,
(6, 7)]. Accordingly, the joint trajectories of bullying perpetration
and narcissistic personality traits and their childhood predictors
were examined in this study.

Bullying is a behavior that is affected by developmental and
social–ecological contextual processes. From a developmental
framework, bullying is a form of aggressive behavior used
by children and adolescents within a power imbalance to
intentionally hurt others (8, 9). This behavior peaks between early
to middle adolescence, a developmental period that coincides
with important biological (i.e., puberty), cognitive, psychological,
and social changes (9, 10). Bullying may be one means for
youth to navigate and adapt to changes such as the transition to
high school, increased number of peers, and growing interest in
romantic partners (11, 12). Indeed, pure bullying perpetration
(i.e., engaging in bullying, but not being victimized) has been
associated with important social resources such as higher social
status and peer-perceived popularity (5, 13–15), dominance [e.g.,
(16)], power [e.g., (15)], and a greater number of dating and/or
sexual partners (17, 18). Bullying can also be considered a
behavior influenced by ecological contextual processes, as not all
individuals use bullying behavior.

According to the ecological theory (19, 20), there are
multiple nested systems varying from proximate (e.g., individual
characteristics, personality) to distal (e.g., community factors,
culture) that can affect development. Personality traits are
important individual characteristics reflecting ways of thinking
and feeling that can influence adolescent bullying perpetration
directly [e.g., (21)] and indirectly by working alongside broader
ecological contexts at home, school, or in the community [e.g.,
(22, 23)]. Bullying perpetration has been concurrently associated
with personality traits reflecting antisocial tendencies including
higher levels of psychopathy-linked narcissism (24) and higher
levels of narcissistic exploitation (6). Children and youth who

have a tendency to be exploitative and have a sense of entitlement

can intentionally harm peers who they feel that they have more
power over. Tendencies to be exploitative could facilitate the
pursuit of bullying over time to obtain status and resources

that reinforce an inflated self-image [e.g., (25, 26)]. These cross-
sectional studies highlight the need for longitudinal research
to determine the developmental course of antisocial personality
traits alongside the development of bullying.

Personality traits are based in genetic variations, and across
development, most individuals preserve their rank-order stability
[i.e., rank from highest to lowest relative to all individuals (27)].
Personality research on adult samples also indicates that average
levels of traits that reflect maturation such as agreeableness,
conscientiousness, and emotional stability typically rise across
the lifespan [e.g., (28)]. However, evidence suggests that
adolescence is a developmental period when average levels of
these three personality traits can drop as a result of biological,
social, and psychological changes (29–31). Given the theoretical
negative association between agreeableness and narcissism [e.g.,
(32, 33)], early adolescence is an ideal time to start examining the
development of narcissism (31).

The development of moderate levels of narcissism are linked
to a healthy self-worth and a positive self-concept, but higher
levels of this trait reflect a sense of grandiosity, superiority,
and entitlement (6, 33, 34). High levels of narcissism can also
be characterized by a tendency to easily feel vulnerable and
threatened when this self-view is challenged by others (25, 26, 35–
37). Starting around age 8, children’s developmentally normative
tendencies to overestimate their own abilities begin to diminish,
yet a desire for maintaining a positive self-view is evident
(33, 38). During adolescence, there is some evidence suggesting
variability in narcissism. In one longitudinal study, overall trends
of mother-rated narcissism of children across 4 years starting at
age 10 primarily reflected stability for the overall sample, but
showed significant variability in individual growth trajectories
[i.e., (39)]. Researchers have also begun to examine longitudinally
narcissism with bullying perpetration. In one study based on
a sample of youth between the ages of 11 and 13, Fanti and
Henrich (34) found that baseline levels of higher narcissism
and lower self-esteem predicted bullying perpetration across 1
year. In another study, Fanti and Kimonis (40) found that initial
levels of narcissism were positively associated with high stable
levels of bullying across 3 years of early to middle adolescence.
These studies demonstrate that there can be variability in
narcissism and its association with bullying but a more complete
understanding of the temporal sequencing of narcissism and
bullying across adolescence requires the examination of their
joint trajectories.

To our knowledge, the joint trajectories of narcissism and
bullying have been examined in only one study. In a sample of
393 youth followed annually across three waves starting at age 10,
Reijntjes et al. (7) found four trajectory patterns of total bullying
(i.e., composite of direct and indirect bullying). The majority of
youth reflected a low stable pattern of bullying (37.2%), followed
by an average stable pattern (27.8%), a moderate stable pattern
(24.0%), and a high stable pattern (11.0%). Three trajectory
groups of narcissism were found, with the largest being a
medium stable group (46.8%), followed by a low stable group
(43.5%), then a high stable group (9.4%). For each gender, the
joint trajectories of narcissism with direct, indirect, and total
bullying were examined. The majority of boys followed trajectory
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groups of low bullying, with low to medium narcissism (19–
28% depending on the form of bullying examined), whereas the
majority of girls followed trajectory groups of low bullying with
low narcissism (26–42%). A small number of boys reflected high-
risk joint trajectory patterns that followed high bullying and high
narcissism (3–6%) and no girls followed high-risk joint trajectory
patterns. In sum, Reijntjes et al. found that boys who followed
the highest trajectory of narcissism were more likely to also
follow a trajectory of high bullying; whereas boys following the
high bullying trajectory were equally likely to follow the three
narcissism trajectories. There were also a substantial number
of boys who displayed high trajectories of bullying, but not
narcissism. These findings suggest that high narcissism is one of
many risk factors for bullying.

In the present study, we wanted to extend the study by
Reijntjes et al. (7) by examining the joint developmental
trajectories of bullying and narcissistic personality traits across
a longer time span from early to late adolescence. Knowing
the developmental pattern of narcissistic traits and bullying
perpetration could help determine whether targeting cognitive-
affective processes associated with exploitative and entitled
tendencies in narcissistic personality may help prevent future
bullying perpetration. We also wanted to contribute novel
findings regarding childhood psychological and emotional risk
factors of the joint trajectories of bullying and narcissistic traits.
By determining childhood predictors of high-risk joint trajectory
patterns, early intervention could prevent psychological and
emotional patterns from escalating into long-term bullying and
narcissistic traits.

Our first objective was to examine the joint developmental
trajectories of bullying perpetration and narcissistic personality
traits across 6 years of adolescence, starting from Grade 7 in
Canada (i.e., age 13) followed annually until Grade 12 (i.e.,
age 18; end of high school). Based on previous studies, we
predicted to find at least two trajectories of bullying perpetration,
reflecting a low stable or decreasing trajectory group and a high
stable or increasing trajectory group [e.g., (2, 4, 5, 22)]. We
also predicted to find at least two trajectories of narcissistic
traits, reflecting a low stable or decreasing trajectory group
and a high stable or increasing trajectory group [e.g., (7)].
We were primarily interested in examining high-risk joint
trajectory groups characterized by high bullying and high
narcissistic personality traits, or moderate and/or high bullying
and narcissistic personality traits. Our second objective was
to examine the temporal pattern of these two trajectories.
We expected that narcissistic personality traits would more
readily predict bullying perpetration than the reverse given
findings by Reijntjes et al. (7), but also expected that not
all youth reflecting high trajectories of bullying would be
high on narcissistic personality traits, as other factors could
predict bullying.

To further differentiate the high-risk group from the low-risk
group (low bullying perpetration and low narcissistic personality
traits), our third objective was to examine childhood predictors
of the joint trajectory groups assessed in Grade 5 (i.e., age 11) and
Grade 6 (i.e., age 12). Childhood psychological and emotional
variables that have previously been associated with bullying

were examined including hyperactivity, anxiety, frustration, and
empathic concern. Bullying has been associated with traits related
to childhood impulsivity and a lack of inhibitory control or
conscientiousness [e.g., (21, 41)]. Evidence also links bullying
with lower emotional distress such as a lack of anxiety or
fear [e.g., (42, 43)], and a lack of empathic concern for others
(44, 45). Difficulty with emotion regulation such as suppressing
anger or frustration has also been linked with bullying (46).
We predicted that these childhood psychological and emotional
risk factors would differentiate youth reflecting high-risk joint
trajectory patterns from their peers found in a low-risk joint
trajectory group.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Participants were from theMcMaster Teen Study, which is an on-
going cohort based longitudinal study on bullying, mental health,
and academic achievement. In the spring of 2008, participants
were recruited from 51 randomly selected primary schools from
a school district in southern Ontario, Canada. Participants were
in Grade 5 at Time 1 of the study and this cohort of individuals
have been followed annually by the second author until Time
13, with data collection on-going. For the longitudinal study,
875 students agreed to participate, with 703 (80.6%) actually
participating in at least one of the annual follow-ups from Time
2 (Grade 6) to Time 8 (Grade 12). In Grade 5, participants had
a mean age of 10.91 years (SD = 0.36). Participants also had
a median parent reported yearly household income of $70,000-
$80,000 at Time 1, which was similar to that of the city of
recruitment ($76,222) and province ($70,910; http://statscan.gc.
ca). To be included in the current study, participants needed
to have data from at least one time point across Grade 7 to
Grade 12, as these were the time points available for the variables
of interest for the latent class growth models. For this analytic
sample, data from Grades 5 and 6 were used as predictors of the
latent class growth trajectories. This led to a final analytic sample
of 616 participants (87.6% of longitudinal sample; 54.2% girls).
The majority of participants were White (76.1%), had a median
parent reported household income of more than $80,000, and a
median completed parent education level of college diploma or
trades certificate.

Procedure
Study approval was obtained from the relevant school board.
At Time 1, when participants were in Grade 5, they completed
measures using paper and pencil in classrooms. In subsequent
time points, each year participants had the option of completing
either a paper/pencil or online version of measures in their
homes. Parents of participants were interviewed over the
telephone by a research assistant. Every year, parental consent
and youth assent forms were collected [see (47) for additional
details regarding procedure]. Ethics approval was obtained from
the associated university ethics councils.
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Measures
Trajectories From Grade 7 to Grade 12

Bullying
Bullying perpetration was assessed with five self-report items
from an adapted version of the widely used Olweus Bully/Victim
Questionnaire (1, 8). Participants were first provided with a
definition of bullying followed by the question, “Since the start
of the school year (September), how often have you taken part
in bullying another student?” The remaining questions assessed
specific forms of bullying including physical, verbal, social and
cyber bullying. A five-point scale was used to assess each item
(0 = not at all to 4 = many times a week), and all items were
averaged to form a composite for each grade. Higher scores
indicated higher bullying perpetration. The Cronbach’s alphas
were 0.72 in Grade 7, 0.78 in Grade 8, 0.77 in Grade 9, 0.77 in
Grade 10, 0.81 in Grade 11 and 0.80 in Grade 12.

Narcissistic personality traits
Narcissistic personality traits were assessed using 10 items
from the Narcissistic Personality Questionnaire-Revised [NPQ-
R; (48)]. This measure was developed using the Narcissistic
Personality Inventory as a framework [NPI; (49, 50)]. The NPI is
the most commonly used scale to assess trait narcissism in non-
clinical adult samples and was developed based on the criteria
for narcissistic personality disorder (51, 52). Unlike other youth
measures of narcissistic personality, which were designed for
higher risk youth including juvenile offenders, the NPQ-R was
created to assess maladaptive trait narcissism in community-
based non-clinical samples of youth.

Although this measure was developed using an Asian youth
sample (ages 12–19), it has been validated in North American
samples (53, 54). An example of an item includes, “I can make
people believe anything I want them to.” A five-point scale was
used to assess each item (0= not at all true of me to 4= very true
of me), and all items were averaged to form a composite for each
grade. Higher scores indicated higher narcissistic personality
traits. The Cronbach’s alphas were 0.78 in Grade 7, 0.80 in Grade
8, 0.81 in Grade 9, 0.81 in Grade 10, 0.81 in Grade 11 and 0.81 in
Grade 12.

Childhood Predictors Assessed at Grade 5 and

Grade 6

Emotional and psychological variables
All childhood variables were assessed in Grade 5 and Grade
6. Childhood psychological variables included hyperactivity and
anxiety and were assessed using the Self-Report of Personality
(SRP) form of the Behavior Assessment System for Children-2
[BASC-2; (55)]. Both hyperactivity and anxiety were comprised
of items that were assessed on either a four-point scale (0 =

never to 3 = almost always) or a dichotomous response (0 =

false and 2 = true). Hyperactivity was comprised of eight items
and a sample includes, “I often do things without thinking.”
Anxiety was comprised of 13 items, but one item was omitted
at the request of the school board, resulting in 12 items. A sample
item includes, “I worry about little things.” Items were reverse
coded where appropriate and summed for each grade adjusting
for missing items (55). The Cronbach’s alpha reliabilities for

hyperactivity were 0.79 in Grade 5 and 0.80 in Grade 6. The
scores for Grade 5 and Grade 6 were then averaged to create a
composite hyperactivity score (r = 0.51, p < 0.001). The alpha
reliabilities for anxiety were 0.88 in Grade 5 and 0.86 in Grade 6.
The scores for Grade 5 and Grade 6 were then averaged to create
a composite anxiety score (r = 0.51, p < 0.001). Higher values
indicated higher hyperactivity and anxiety, respectively.

Childhood emotional variables included frustration and
empathic concern. Frustration was assessed with seven items
from the Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire-Revised
(EATQ-R) self-report (56, 57). A sample item includes, “It really
annoys me to wait in long lines.” Each item was rated on a five-
point scale (0 = very false and 4 = very true) and averaged to
create a composite for each grade. Empathic concern was assessed
with seven items from the Interpersonal Reactivity Index self-
report [IRI; (58)]. A sample item includes, “I am a person who
cares about the feelings of others.” Each item was rated on a five-
point scale (0 = not at all like me and 4 = always like me) and
averaged to create a composite for each grade. The Cronbach’s
alpha reliabilities for frustration were 0.83 in Grade 5 and 0.79
in Grade 6. The scores for Grade 5 and Grade 6 were then
averaged to create a composite frustration score (r = 0.33, p <

0.001). The Cronbach’s alpha reliabilities for empathic concern
were 0.85 in Grades 5 and 6. The scores for Grade 5 and Grade
6 were then averaged to create a composite score (r = 0.52, p <

0.001). Higher values indicated higher frustration and empathic
concern, respectively.

Demographic variables
Demographic variables assessed at Time 1 were biological sex,
race/ethnicity, household income, and parent education. Due to
the small number of races reported, race was recoded into White
(83.0%) or non-White (17.0%). Household income was reported
by parents using an eight-point scale (1 ≤ $19,999; 2 = $20,000–
29,999; 3 = $30,000–39,999; 4 = $40,000–49,999; 5 = $50,000–
59,999; 6 = $60,000–69,999; 7 = $70,000–$79,999; 8 ≥$80,000)
and highest level of completed education was reported by parents
using a five-point scale (1 = did not complete high school; 2 =

high school; 3= college diploma or trades certificate; 4= university
undergraduate degree; 5= university graduate degree).

Analytic Plan
Using MPlus version 7.4 (59), semi-parametric group-based
methods were estimated through latent class growth analysis.
With this procedure, the number and shapes of trajectories of
bullying perpetration and narcissistic personality traits across
Grade 7 to Grade 12 were examined and posterior probabilities
were used to identify the probability of each participant
belonging to a particular trajectory group. Full information
maximum likelihood estimation was used to deal with missing
values. The best fitting model was determined by examining
the Bayesian information criterion [BIC; (60)], the Lo-Mendell-
Rubin likelihood ratio test [LMR-LRT; (61)], the bootstrapped
likelihood ratio test [BLRT; (62)], and entropy. Lower values for
the BIC indicate a more parsimonious model. A lower LMR-LRT
and a significant BLRT indicates that the solution is a better fit
than the model with one less group. Finally, entropy ranges from
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0 to 1, with values closer to 1 indicating a better fit (63–65).
The final selected model was also examined for theoretical and
conceptual clarity. Starting values were increased to STARTS =

200 40 and LRTSTARTS = 0 0 500 200 to prevent local solutions
(63). The OPTSEED function was also used to ensure that
estimates were replicated. Up to four classes were tested for both
bullying and narcissistic personality traits, and the best fitting
univariate trajectories were used to examine the joint trajectory
models. Once the final models were selected, group membership
was saved and imported into SPSS for each latent class growth
trajectory process (bullying perpetration, narcissistic personality
traits, and joint) to allow for examining group predictors.

Before examining the significant childhood predictors of the
trajectory groups, all predictors were standardized. Participants
had to have data on predictors either in Grade 5 or Grade 6 and if
data were available for both grades, a mean score was computed.
The core analysis involved a series of multinomial logistic
regression models conducted in SPSS with the saved trajectory
groups and therefore participants had to have data on trajectory
groups and predictors. For each latent class growth trajectory
process (bullying perpetration, narcissistic personality traits, and
joint), in the first series of multinomial logistic regressionmodels,
only the demographic variables were simultaneously entered as
predictor variables of group membership. This was followed by a
second separate series of multinomial logistic regression models
which included only the childhood emotional and psychological
variables entered simultaneously as predictor variables of group
membership in each latent class growth trajectory process. For
the univariate trajectory groups (bullying, narcissistic personality
traits), the low group was selected a priori as the reference
group and contrasts between high and/or moderate groups were
conducted. For the joint trajectory groups (i.e., bullying and
narcissistic personality traits), we were mainly interested in the
groups characterized by trajectories that were high or moderate
on both bullying and narcissistic personality traits (i.e., high-
risk groups). Therefore, we specified three contrasts a priori
and these were the only contrasts tested: (a) high bullying/high
narcissistic personality traits vs. low/low (i.e., low-risk group),
(b) moderate bullying/moderate narcissistic personality traits
vs. low/low, and (c) high bullying/high narcissistic personality
traits vs. moderate bullying/moderate narcissistic personality
traits. The Benjamini–Hochberg (BH) correction was separately
applied to eachmultinomial regressionmodel to control for Type
1 error in multiple testing (66). For the final set of multinomial
logistic regression models, all demographic, emotional, and
psychological predictors were entered simultaneously for each
trajectory process.

RESULTS

Missing Data
The analytic sample varied slightly based on whether bullying
or narcissism was available across Grades 7 to 12. The
trajectory analysis for bullying included 616 participants and
the trajectory analysis for narcissistic personality traits included
615 participants. For the dual trajectory, the analytic sample
included 616 participants. The analytic sample was compared

against the other participants in the longitudinal portion of the
study (i.e., non-analytic sample) on the demographic variables
using chi-square tests for sex and race, and t-tests for household
income, parent education, and the childhood predictors (i.e.,
Grade 5 and 6 composites). Compared to the non-analytic
sample, participants in the analytic sample were more likely to be
White, have a higher household income, and have a higher level
of completed parental education (all p < 0.001).

Descriptive Statistics
Means and standard deviations of bullying and narcissistic
personality traits across Grades 7–12 overall and by sex are shown
in Table 1. All variables demonstrated acceptable skewness and
kurtosis values except for bullying in Grades 9, 11, and 12, which
had kurtosis values exceeding 10, and also had extreme univariate
outliers (67). Winsorizing these univariate outliers allowed us to
preserve rank-ordering of these individuals, reduce the skewness
and kurtosis values of the variables, and reduce the impact
of these individuals on the distribution of the variables (68).
Overall means revealed that bullying and narcissistic personality
traits were stable as they both had significant positive intercepts,
but no significant slope or quadratic terms (p > 0.05). There
were no significant sex differences in the bullying variables,
but narcissistic personality trait scores were significantly higher
among boys than girls at all time points except Grade 7.

Bullying and narcissistic personality traits had significant
small to moderate correlations in all grades except for Grade 9 (r
= 0.12 in Grade 7, r = 0.11 in Grade 8, r = 0.10 in Grade 10, r =
0.20 in Grade 11, and r= 0.12 in Grade 12). Bullying perpetration
and narcissitic personality traits were also stable across each
adjacent time point (bullying: r = 0.54 −0.60; narcissism: r =

0.50–0.74). The means and standard deviations for the childhood
predictor variables before standardizing for the primary analyses
were as follows: hyperactivity, M = 5.39, SD = 3.66, anxiety, M
= 9.09, SD = 5.53, frustration: M = 2.20, SD = 0.72, empathic
concern:M = 2.73, SD = 0.61, household income,M = 6.26, SD
= 2.25, and parental education,M = 3.20, SD= 1.00.

Developmental Trajectories
Bullying Perpetration
The two-group solution was chosen as the final model (see
Table 2 and Figure 1). Although the two-group solution had a
higher BIC than the three-group solution, it was lower than
the one-group solution. The entropy value for the two-group
solution was also good and the same in value as the three-
group solution. However, the BLRT and LMR-LRT values were
significant for the two-group solution. The three- and four- group
solutions did not add theoretically meaningful information.
The majority of participants reflected a trajectory that started
with low bullying perpetration and decreased over time (low
decreasing; 82.0%, n = 505; 235 boys, 270 girls; intercept =

0.166, p < 0.001; slope = −0.034, p < 0.001; quadratic = 0.002,
p = 0.139). A smaller number of the remaining participants
reflected a trajectory of moderate predominately stable bullying
perpetration over time, but with a slightly lower level of bullying
toward the end of high school (moderate stable; 18.0%, n =

111; 47 boys, 64 girls; intercept = 0.619, p < 0.001; slope =
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TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics for joint trajectory variables.

Analytic

sample

range

Boys Girls Test Total

Min Max M SD M SD t M SD

Bullying perpetration

Grade 7 0.00 2.20 0.23 0.31 0.23 0.35 0.02 0.23 0.33

Grade 8 0.00 2.40 0.30 0.40 0.27 0.39 0.87 0.28 0.39

Grade 9 0.00 3.20 0.22 0.41 0.21 0.33 0.55 0.21 0.36

Grade 10 0.00 2.40 0.17 0.27 0.18 0.33 −0.39 0.18 0.31

Grade 11 0.00 2.40 0.15 0.28 0.17 0.33 −0.56 0.16 0.30

Grade 12 0.00 3.40 0.16 0.34 0.15 0.27 0.41 0.15 0.30

Narcissistic personality traits

Grade 7 0.00 3.90 2.16 0.61 2.08 0.66 1.49 2.11 0.64

Grade 8 0.00 4.00 2.19 0.63 2.03 0.68 2.77** 2.10 0.66

Grade 9 0.00 3.90 2.21 0.62 1.98 0.71 3.85*** 2.08 0.68

Grade 10 0.10 4.00 2.23 0.63 1.99 0.72 3.71*** 2.09 0.69

Grade 11 0.00 3.90 2.20 0.60 2.02 0.70 2.87** 2.10 0.66

Grade 12 0.20 4.00 2.24 0.61 2.05 0.66 3.13** 2.13 0.65

Descriptive statistics are based on analytic sample N = 616; Sex coded as 0 = boys, and 1 = girls.

**p < 0.01.

***p < 0.001.

TABLE 2 | Fit indices for latent class trajectory models for bullying perpetration

and narcissistic personality traits.

No. of groups BIC LMR-LRT BLRT Entropy

Bullying perpetration

1 Class 1,538.881 NA NA NA

2 Class 543.949 0.0003 <0.0001 0.887

3 Class 383.820 0.1935 <0.0001 0.887

4 Class 222.736 0.1617 <0.0001 0.867

Narcissistic personality traits

1 Class 5,847.648 NA NA NA

2 Class 5,080.095 0.0001 <0.0001 0.712

3 Class 4,763.161 0.0011 <0.0001 0.746

4 Class 4,653.383 0.0594 <0.0001 0.736

BIC, Bayesian information criterion; LMR-LRT, Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test;

BLRT, bootstrapped likelihood ratio test.

0.051, p = 0.154; quadratic = −0.016, p = 0.012). Participants
were well-identified within their trajectory group as the posterior
probabilities were 0.97 for the low decreasing group and 0.94 for
the moderate stable group.

Narcissistic Personality Traits
The three-group solution was chosen as the final model (see
Table 2 and Figure 2). Although the three-group solution had
a higher BIC than the four-group solution, it was lower than
the two-group solution. The entropy value for the three-group
solution was better than the other solutions. The BLRT and LMR-
LRT values were also significant for the three-group solution.

The four-group solution did not add any theoreticallymeaningful
information. The majority of participants reflected a trajectory
that was moderate on narcissistic personality traits over time
(moderate stable; 56.3%, n = 346; 159 boys, 187 girls; intercept
= 2.078, p < 0.001; slope = 0.014, p = 0.654; quadratic =

−0.002, p = 0.654). The next largest group of participants
reflected a trajectory that started with high narcissistic traits
and predominately increased over time with a slight decrease
at the end of high school (high increasing; 22.8%, n = 140; 78
boys, 62 girls; intercept = 2.640, p < 0.001; slope = 0.105, p =

0.003; quadratic = −0.014, p = 0.046). The smallest group of
participants reflected a trajectory that started with low narcissistic
traits and predominately decreased over time with a slightly
higher level toward the end of high school (low decreasing;
20.9%, n = 129; 44 boys, 85 girls; intercept = 1.639, p < 0.001;
slope = −0.248, p < 0.001; quadratic = 0.039, p < 0.001).
Participants were well-identified within their trajectory group
as the posterior probabilities were 0.88 for the moderate stable
group, 0.87 for the high increasing group, and 0.88 for the low
decreasing group.

Joint Trajectories of Bullying Perpetration and

Narcissism
There were six possible joint trajectory groups (2 × 3) with
distinct developmental patterns of bullying perpetration and
narcissistic personality traits. The top section of Table 3 reflects
the proportion of participants in each group. The majority of
participants reflected a joint trajectory pattern of low decreasing
bullying and moderate stable narcissistic traits (46%, n = 284;
136 boys, 148 girls). The next largest group of participants
reflected patterns of low decreasing trajectories of both bullying
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FIGURE 1 | Developmental trajectories of bullying perpetration. Bully, bullying perpetration; G, grade.

FIGURE 2 | Developmental trajectories of narcissistic personality traits. Nar, narcissistic personality traits; G, grade.

and narcissistic traits (low-risk; 19%, n = 115; 39 boys, 76 girls).
The third largest group of participants reflected low decreasing
bullying and high increasing narcissistic traits (17%, n = 106; 60
boys, 46 girls). Another 10% of the sample reflected trajectories of
moderate stable bullying andmoderate stable narcissistic traits (n
= 63; 24 boys, 39 girls). The second smallest group of participants
reflected joint trajectory patterns of moderate stable bullying and
high increasing narcissistic traits (6%, n = 34; 18 boys, 16 girls)
and the smallest group of participants reflected moderate stable
bullying and low decreasing narcissistic traits (2%, n= 14; 5 boys,
9 girls). Therefore, the group reflecting moderate stable bullying
and moderate stable narcissistic traits and the group reflecting
moderate stable bullying and high increasing narcissistic traits
were considered the two high-risk groups. Participants were

well-identified within their trajectory group as the posterior
probabilities for all joint trajectory groups were >0.81.

The bottom section of Table 3 shows the conditional
probabilities of the trajectories of bullying as a function of the
trajectories of narcissistic traits, and the conditional probabilities
of the trajectories of narcissistic traits as a function of the
trajectories of bullying. These results suggest that a trajectory
of moderate bullying was a slightly better indicator of moderate
(0.57) or high (0.32) narcissistic traits than low narcissistic traits
(0.11), whereas a trajectory of low bullying was a better indicator
of moderate narcissistic traits (0.54) than low (0.24) and high
(0.22) narcissistic traits. In contrast, all three trajectory groups
of narcissistic personality traits were better indicators of low
bullying than moderate bullying.
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TABLE 3 | Joint and conditional probabilities of bullying perpetration and

narcissistic personality traits.

Narcissistic personality traits

Bullying perpetration High

increasing

Moderate

stable

Low

decreasing

Probabilities of joint trajectory

membershipa

Moderate stable 0.06

(n = 34)

0.10

(n = 63)

0.02

(n = 14)

Low decreasing 0.17

(n = 106)

0.46

(n = 284)

0.19

(n = 115)

Probabilities of bullying conditional

on narcissistic traitsb

Moderate stable 0.26 0.20 0.10

Low decreasing 0.74 0.80 0.90

Probabilities of narcissistic traits

conditional on bullyingc

Moderate stable 0.32 0.57 0.11

Low decreasing 0.22 0.54 0.24

aCells total 1.
bColumns total 1.
cRows total 1.

Childhood Predictors of Trajectory Group

Membership
We examined whether there were significant differences in
the proportion of boys and girls within each of the trajectory
groups. There were no significant differences in boys and
girls in the bullying groups, χ

2(1) = 0.64, p = 0.442,
but there was a significant difference in boys and girls in
the narcissistic traits groups, χ

2(2) = 12.65, p = 0.002,
and in the joint trajectory groups, χ

2(5) = 14.81, p =

0.011. There were significantly more girls (65.9%) than boys
(34.1%) in the low decreasing narcissistic traits group, and
more boys (55.7%) than girls (44.3%) in the high increasing
narcissistic traits group. There were significantly more boys
(56.6%) than girls (43.4%) in the joint trajectory group of
low decreasing bullying and high increasing narcissistic traits,
and more girls (66.1%) than boys (33.9%) in the joint
trajectory group of low decreasing bullying and low decreasing
narcissistic traits.

Contrasts for bullying groups are displayed in Table 4. The
model with childhood demographic variables demonstrated that
no demographic factors significantly differentiated the bullying
groups. The model with childhood emotional and psychological
variables indicated that higher hyperactivity significantly
differentiated the moderate stable bullying perpetration
group from the low decreasing bullying group, and this
effect remained significant after the BH correction. When
demographic, emotional, and psychological predictors were
entered simultaneously, higher hyperactivity significantly
differentiated the moderate group from the low group (OR
= 1.463, 95% CI [1.122, 1.907], p = 0.005). Contrasts for

narcissistic traits groups are displayed in Table 4. The model
with childhood demographic variables demonstrated that sex
significantly differentiated the high increasing narcissistic traits
group from the low decreasing narcissistic traits group, with
boys being more likely to predict membership in the high
increasing group. This is consistent with results when examining
the proportion of boys and girls in each trajectory group. The
model with childhood emotional and psychological variables
indicated that lower anxiety and higher frustration significantly
differentiated the high increasing narcissistic traits group from
the low decreasing narcissistic traits group. Lower anxiety also
significantly differentiated the moderate stable group from
the low decreasing group. All effects remained statistically
significant after the BH correction. When all predictors were
entered simultaneously, lower anxiety significantly differentiated
the high (OR = 0.552, 95% CI [0.393, 0.774], p = 0.001) and
moderate (OR = 0.737, 95% CI [0.563, 0.965], p = 0.026)
narcissistic traits groups from the low group. Additionally,
being a boy (OR = 0.513, 95% CI [0.290, 0.908], p = 0.022)
and higher frustration (OR = 1.406, 95% CI [1.011, 1.954], p
= 0.043) significantly differentiated the high group from the
low group.

For the joint trajectory group contrasts, the groups were first
recoded into two dependent variables to allow for contrasting
only the groups of interest. In the first dependent variable, the
moderate bullying/moderate narcissistic traits group was coded
as 1 (high-risk group 1), the moderate/high group was coded as 2
(high-risk group 2), and the low/low group was coded as 3 (low-
risk comparison group). In the second dependent variable, the
moderate/high group was coded as 1 and the moderate/moderate
group was coded as 2, with the latter group assigned as the
comparison group. Contrasts for joint trajectory groups are
displayed in Table 5. The model with childhood demographic
variables demonstrated that no demographic factors significantly
differentiated any of the groups. The model with childhood
emotional and psychological variables indicated that higher
hyperactivity, lower anxiety, and higher frustration significantly
differentiated the moderate bullying and high narcissistic traits
group from the low-risk group, whereas higher hyperactivity and
lower empathic concern significantly differentiated the moderate
bullying and moderate narcissistic traits group from the low-
risk group. None of the variables significantly differentiated the
two high-risk groups from one another. All effects remained
statistically significant after the BH correction, except for the
effect of empathic concern. When all predictors were entered
simultaneously, lower anxiety significantly differentiated the
moderate bullying and high narcissistic traits group from the
low-risk group (OR = 0.508, 95% CI [0.278, 0.927], p = 0.027).
In addition, higher hyperactivity (OR = 1.620, 95% CI [1.048,
2.504], p = 0.030) and lower empathic concern (OR = 0.636,
95% CI [0.426, 0.950], p = 0.027) significantly differentiated
the moderate bullying and moderate narcissistic traits group
from the low-risk group. Considering Chen et al.’s (69) criteria
for effect sizes of odds ratios (i.e., small = 1.68, medium =

3.47, large = 6.71), all significant odds ratios reflected small
effect sizes.
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TABLE 4 | Multinomial logistic regression of childhood variables predicting trajectory groups of bullying perpetration and narcissistic personality traits.

Trajectory group contrasts of bullying

Moderate stable vs. low decreasing

OR 95% CI

Demographic variables

Sex 1.286 [0.811, 2.039]

Race 1.370 [0.742, 2.529]

Household income 0.888 [0.698, 1.129]

Parent education 0.997 [0.782, 1.272]

Psychological and emotional variables

Hyperactivity 1.570* [1.240,1.987]

Anxiety 1.085 [0.839, 1.404]

Frustration 1.200 [0.915, 1.573]

Empathic concern 0.808 [0.645, 1.012]

Trajectory group contrasts of narcissistic personality traits

High increasing vs. low decreasing Moderate stable vs. low decreasing

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Demographic variables

Sex 0.435* [0.255, 0.742] 0.642 [0.405, 1.020]

Race 1.336 [0.598, 2.985] 1.527 [0.773, 3.016]

Household income 1.258 [0.942, 1.679] 1.135 [0.898, 1.435]

Parent education 1.302 [0.980, 1.730] 1.185 [0.930, 1.511]

Psychological and emotional variables

Hyperactivity 1.224 [0.914, 1.634] 1.073 [0.836, 1.378]

Anxiety 0.478* [0.349, 0.655] 0.682* [0.534, 0.871]

Frustration 1.519* [1.128, 2.046] 1.116 [0.874, 1.424]

Empathic concern 1.053 [0.803, 1.380] 0.897 [0.715, 1.124]

Sex coded as 0 = boys and 1 = girls. Low decreasing trajectory group was comparison group for all contrasts.

*p < 0.05.

DISCUSSION

The joint developmental trajectories of bullying perpetration and
narcissistic personality traits were examined across 6 years of
adolescence from Grade 7 to the end of high school in Grade
12. We extended Reijntjes et al.’s (7) findings by examining
these joint trajectories across a longer time span starting from
early to late adolescence and examining childhood predictors of
the trajectories.

Trajectories of Bullying Perpetration and
Narcissistic Personality Traits
When examining trajectories of bullying perpetration alone, we
found the predicted two group solution. The majority of youth
reflected a low decreasing bullying trajectory (82.0%). Although
the second group was higher on bullying than the low group,
mean levels across the time points reflected a moderate stable
trajectory (18.0%). These two groups are generally consistent
with previous findings on trajectories of bullying [e.g., (2, 4, 5,
22)]. Bullying appears to be a developmentally salient form of
aggressive behavior that is prevalent during the transition from

early to middle adolescence as adolescents attempt to navigate
social networks (9–11). The small number of youth engaging in
continued moderate levels of bullying indicates that individual
development can be dependent on transactions with multiple
ecological contexts for some adolescents, with one of these
contexts being individual differences in narcissistic personality
traits [e.g., (19)].

When examining trajectories of narcissistic personality traits
alone, we found three trajectory groups. The majority of
participants reflected a trajectory of moderate stable narcissistic
personality traits (56.3%), with the remaining youth split across
the predicted low decreasing (20.9%) and high increasing (22.8%)
groups. The moderate stable trajectory group indicates that the
majority of youth reflect a generally positive and realistic self-
concept. The high increasing group reflects a smaller proportion
of adolescents who begin to display rising levels of grandiosity,
superiority, and exploitative tendencies (6, 34, 38). Researchers
have noted that despite theoretical proposals, there has yet to be
much empirical evidence for mean level increases in narcissism
during adolescence (70). One reason that we may have found
significant changes in narcissistic personality traits is that we had
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TABLE 5 | Multinomial logistic regression of childhood variables predicting joint trajectory groups of bullying perpetration and narcissistic personality traits.

Joint trajectory group contrasts

MB/HN vs. LB/LNb MB/MN vs. LB/LNb MB/HN vs. MB/MNc

OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Demographic variables

Sex 0.545 [0.234, 1.269] 0.949 [0.461, 1.954] 0.550 [0.211, 1.433]

Race 1.994 [0.593, 6.707] 1.937 [0.718, 5.231] 1.042 [0.280, 3.882]

Household income 1.456 [0.852, 2.487] 0.833 [0.575, 1.209] 1.785 [0.980, 3.251]

Parent education 1.204 [0.758, 1.912] 1.262 [0.853, 1.868] 0.885 [0.520, 1.504]

Psychological and emotional variables

Hyperactivity 1.686* [1.067, 2.665] 1.567* [1.069, 2.297] 1.090 [0.639, 1.859]

Anxiety 0.466* [0.266, 0.818] 0.831 [0.555, 1.245] 0.573 [0.314, 1.048]

Frustration 1.987* [1.115, 3.540] 1.382 [0.883, 2.164] 1.468 [0.742, 2.901]

Empathic concern 1.050 [0.665, 1.658] 0.684a [0.479, 0.976] 1.461 [0.914, 2.335]

MB/HN, moderate stable bullying/high increasing narcissistic personality traits; LB/LN, low decreasing bullying/low decreasing narcissistic personality traits; MB/MN, moderate stable

bullying/moderate stable narcissistic personality traits; sex coded as 0 = boys and 1 = girls.
aNon-significant after Benjamini–Hochberg correction.
bLB/LN was comparison group in contrast.
cMB/MN was comparison group in contrast.

*p < 0.05.

twice the number of assessment periods compared to Reijntjes
et al. (7). The six assessment periods allowed for the examination
of quadratic change across the full range of adolescence, which
is difficult to identify with three assessment occasions. The
trajectories of narcissistic traits found in our study support
adolescence as an important period of personality variability
and development (29–31, 38, 39, 71). This assertion was further
evident in our joint trajectory findings.

Of the six possible joint trajectory groups, our primary interest
was in adolescents comprising the groups deemed to follow high-
risk dual trajectories. We found that 6% of adolescents reflected a
trajectory pattern of moderate stable bullying and high increasing
narcissistic personality traits and 10% of adolescents reflected
a trajectory pattern of moderate stable bullying and moderate
stable narcissistic personality traits. We also found that 19% of
adolescents reflected a trajectory pattern of low-risk (i.e., low
stable bullying and narcissistic traits). These prevalence rates are
somewhat consistent with findings by Reijntjes et al. (7) who
found that depending on the form of bullying (i.e., indirect or
direct), 3–6% of adolescent boys reflected trajectories of high
bullying and high narcissism and 19-42% of adolescent boys and
girls reflected low-risk joint trajectories.

The trajectory of moderate bullying was a better indicator of
moderate or high narcissistic traits than the reverse. All three
trajectories of narcissistic traits were better indicators of low
bullying rather than moderate bullying. Only 2% of adolescents
were moderate on bullying and low on narcissistic traits whereas
17% of adolescents were high on narcissistic traits and low
on bullying. These results were in contrast to our predictions
and findings by Reijntjes et al. (7) as these researchers found
that boys who displayed high narcissism were more likely to
follow trajectories of high bullying, whereas boys who displayed
high bullying were equally likely to follow the three narcissism

trajectories. It is possible that our findings were due to the
low frequency of moderate bullying relative to low bullying
and can also suggest that bullying is one of many behavioral
manifestations of adolescent narcissistic personality traits [e.g.,
(13, 15, 25, 34)]. Further differences in these trajectory groups
are evident in childhood predictors.

Psychological and Emotional Predictors of
Trajectory Groups
For the individual trajectories of bullying perpetration,
hyperactivity was the only significant predictor. Youth
demonstrating moderate stable bullying seem to have difficulty
regulating behavior, with one form of behavior being bullying
[e.g., (21, 41)]. For the individual trajectories of narcissistic
personality traits, lower anxiety and higher frustration
significantly differentiated membership in the high increasing
group from the low decreasing group, and lower anxiety
significantly differentiated membership in the moderate stable
group from the low decreasing group. Our findings with anxiety
have previously been supported and indicate that children
who are less worried about, sensitive to, or fearful of others
can be higher on narcissism [e.g., (72, 73)]. The finding with
frustration has been supported in evidence linking characteristics
of adolescent psychopathy, a correlate of narcissism, with lower
agreeableness [e.g., (32, 74, 75)]. Youth who are easily frustrated
and irritated by others could develop a sense of superiority
over these peers. Sex significantly differentiated the group
characterized by high increasing narcissistic traits from the
group characterized by low decreasing narcissistic traits, with
more boys than girls in the high group. Researchers have
previously found gender differences in meta-analyses regarding
some aspects and forms of narcissism but not others (76).
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Childhood hyperactivity differentiated both of the high-
risk joint trajectory groups from the low-risk joint trajectory
group and had the largest effect relative to the other
childhood predictors. Childhood anxiety and frustration also
differentiated the group reflecting moderate stable bullying and
high increasing narcissistic traits from the group reflecting low-
risk patterns. Empathic concern additionally differentiated the
group reflecting moderate stable bullying and moderate stable
narcissistic traits from the group reflecting low-risk patterns
prior to correcting for multiple testing, and remained significant
when all childhood predictors were entered simultaneously.
Previously, lower anxiety has been associated with higher
antisocial tendencies including callous-unemotional traits, which
could indicate lower sensitivity or care for others and a lack
of fear for negative consequences [e.g., (77, 78)]. In addition
to low anxiety, difficulty regulating behavioral impulses (i.e.,
hyperactivity), potentially during frustrating interactions with
peers, could also contribute to youth developing increasing
feelings of superiority and entitlement over peers. Accordingly,
a moderate stable trajectory of bullying perpetration can be
a behavioral indication of these early risk factors. Engaging
in bullying within the context of a power imbalance is likely
to further reinforce the development of superior, entitled, and
narcissistic self-perceptions across adolescence. Finally, despite
significant differences in the proportion of boys and girls in
the low-risk group (i.e., more girls than boys), the demographic
variables did not significantly differentiate the joint trajectory
groups, indicating that groups were relatively similar across sex,
race, and socioeconomic status.

Limitations
There were some limitations to this study. First, all measures
were self-report and subject to shared-method variance. The
inclusion of additional informants such as peer-rated bullying
may help reduces these biases [e.g., (79)]. However, self-
reports can be valid in revealing underlying motivations
of bullying perpetration that are not as easily assessed by
observers (80). Second, the joint trajectory design allowed
for examining the dynamics between narcissistic traits and
bullying, but did not allow us to know if one causes the
other. It is also possible that psychological and emotional
difficulties are outcomes of the joint trajectory groups. Third,
although our sample size was large, it resulted in some joint
trajectory groups having smaller cell sizes. This could have
underpowered our ability to find effects with our high-risk
groups (n = 34 for the group reflecting moderate bullying and
high narcissistic traits, and n = 63 for the group reflecting
moderate bullying and moderate narcissistic traits). We also
did not find a high bullying trajectory group which could
have been a result of participants underreporting bullying
perpetration when using self-reports. Larger sample sizes could
help increase the ability to further identify individuals at-risk.
Fourth, we used the Narcissistic Personality Questionnaire-
Revised to assess narcissistic personality traits, which includes
exploitation and superiority subscales (48). Reijntjes et al. (7)
used the Childhood Narcissism Scale (33), which assesses a
general construct of narcissism, and other researchers such

as Fanti and Kimonis (40) have used the Antisocial Process
Screening Device, which captures narcissism that co-occurs with
psychopathic traits and was designed for higher-risk samples
including juvenile offenders (81). We are unable to make
direct comparisons of our conclusions on narcissistic traits and
bullying with previous researchers’ findings because we used a
different measure. Researchers can investigate whether results are
replicated across measures.

Implications and Conclusions
Our findings provide support for the developmental and
ecological frameworks of bullying and provide several
novel contributions. First, our results revealed that a small
proportion of individuals who continue to use bullying across
adolescence were likely to also demonstrate high increasing
or moderate and stable narcissistic personality traits. This
finding suggests that addressing cognitions and attitudes
related to entitlement, superiority, and exploitation can help
reduce bullying behavior. Second, we found significant changes
in the high increasing and low decreasing trajectories of
narcissistic personality traits. Adolescence has been suggested
to be an important developmental period for personality
development, yet limited empirical evidence demonstrates
these mean level changes [e.g., (31, 70)]. Our findings
support adolescence as a malleable developmental period
for narcissistic personality traits. Fourth, our results indicate
that childhood psychological and emotional characteristics
can predict high-risk trajectories of adolescent bullying and
narcissistic traits. Intervening early signs of difficulty with
behavioral and emotion regulation and a lack of sensitivity
or care for others may be key methods of preventing the
development of bullying and narcissistic traits in the long-term.
Additional longitudinal studies examining the development
of bullying and narcissistic traits can further help reveal
developmental continuity and change across the lifespan,
important predictors and outcomes, and critical periods
for intervention.
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